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“The Trivector Signature of Human Beings as a Basis of Psychic Communication” 1974
Research with 20 pairs of intimate couples showed a reactive Trivector body electric and a subspace transfer of information

Birth of the Scientific Evidence for ESP Communication beneath the Word Area of the Brain
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Loophole in Spooky Quantum Entanglement Theory Closed

Now Science Universally has Acceptance of Quantum Entanglement + Quantum Entwinement Science is Changing

According to quantum mechanics, two or more particles can become "entangled" so that even after they are separated in space, when an action is performed on one particle, the other particle responds immediately. (Interestingly, two entangled mechanical oscillators made up of two pairs of trapped ions.)

The weird way entangled particles stay connected even when separated by large distances — a phenomenon Albert Einstein called "spooky" — has been confirmed once again, this time with a key loophole in the experiment eliminated.

Enhanced Power within a Predicted Narrow Band of Theta Activity During Stimulation of Another by Circumcoreal Weak Magnetic Fields After Weekly Spatial Proximity: Evidence for Macroscopic Quantum Entanglement?

Michael A. Persinger, Eric H. Tamp, J. Nicholas Bohm, Stanley A. Barnett

Abstract

We tested if "entanglement" could be demonstrated between two non-twin brains with each a history of spatial proximity if one brain was exposed to a circumneural magnetic, nonlinearly oscillating, circumferential magnetic field for a week for four weeks. After this period the brains of the two persons of the pair, who were in a closed chamber, were exposed successively to the (5 to 7) different temporal circumferential magnetic fields that were related to each other. Quantitative analysis of electroencephalographic measurements over the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes revealed a coherent frequency of the event in the circumferential magnetic field band over the temporal lobes (but none of the other lobes), similar to that observed previously for children, who were judged by the experimenter that the circumferential magnetic fields at 10 larger states of change per second. The response persons also reported a series of "spooky" events, such as, and recorded unusual events during these periods.
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"Extra Ordinary Claims Need Extra Ordinary Evidence"

"We at ASK Agree Carl"
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...something incredible is waiting to be known.
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